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Introductory
message
I would like to start this message by
praising the wonderful students and
staff at Bangkok Prep. This anthology is
testament to, and a beautiful reflection
of, the talent within our school. My
first thanks go to the teachers within
the English, English as an Additional
Language and Media Studies Faculty
and also the Creative Arts Faculty;
without the passion and dedication
you show to our students every day,
this anthology would not be possible.
Secondly, I would like to thank and
offer a tremendous well done to our
students. The work on display in this
anthology is truly inspiring and it fills
me with immense pride and pleasure to
see it showcased within this anthology.
I would also like to thank Ms Court
Smith, Mr Chandler and Mr Owen for
their kind consideration of the poems
produced by the students; they had
the very difficult task of selecting one
poem that they felt best reflected the
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themes and I know that the students
will be absolutely delighted to have
been selected by Ms Court Smith, Mr
Chandler and Mr Owen as their winning
entry.
The themes selected for the ninth year
of the Bangkok Prep Poetry Anthology
are: nostalgia, fantasy and friendship.
Importantly, each of these themes was
selected by our student body who
voted on which themes most spoke
to them and that they thought they
would most enjoy writing about. The
job of poetry, as beautifully captured
by William Wordsworth, is to “fill your
paper with the breathings of your
heart.” At Bangkok Prep, we wish to
celebrate the whole student and I think
that these themes shine a light on this.
All of our students come to Bangkok
Prep with a rich tapestry of experiences
and, as an international community, we
delight in sharing and celebrating these:

Poetry Anthology 2021-2022

reflecting on where we come from
helps us to think thoughtfully about
where we want to journey towards. The
journey that our students embark on is
certainly one of uncertainty; we can
never know for certain what the future
holds. However, at Bangkok Prep our
students are encouraged to explore
their potential boldly and fearlessly
and to be boundless when imagining
what their future might hold. Finally,
whilst the past and the future offer rich
landscapes for reflecting on who we
are and who we want to be, the present
moment must also be celebrated. The
selection of the theme of friendship,
therefore, I think beautifully captures
the ‘spirit of now’ at Bangkok Prep.
Our strength as a school comes from
the respect and unity we nurture
through our everyday interactions with
one-another: this is the foundation on
which our students thrive.

The variety of poetic expression
produced by the students at Bangkok
Prep has been an absolute joy to
experience. I have thoroughly enjoyed
reading every poem and when I
read the anthology as a whole, I am
overwhelmed by the brilliance of
our students. Each page is ablaze
with imagination, wit, empathy and
creativity. The inclusion of the gifted
artwork of our students elevates the
experience; the interplay between
the words and the artwork makes for
a truly beautiful reading experience. I
hope that you will enjoy reading the
poems and looking at the artwork as
much as I have.

Faye Cox
EEMS Faculty Leader

Lamtarn 11JE
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Head of School’s
message

A very warm welcome to the ninth
edition of the Bangkok Prep Poetry
Anthology 2021-22. The themes for
this year’s anthology, as voted for by
the students, are Nostalgia, Friendship
and Fantasy. While we have been lucky
enough to be in school together for
much of this academic year, these
themes may reflect the fact that the
pandemic and subsequent periods of
online learning has made us consider
and appreciate things that were once
taken for granted.
The poet Allen Ginsburg once said that
“Poetry is the one place where people
can speak their original human mind. It
is the outlet for people to say in public
what is known in private.” Now more
than ever, it is important that students
are given the different forms and
tools to create an outlet for emotions,
experiences and escapism. To share
these and recognise another’s personal
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feelings as similar to our own is just
another example of why the Bangkok
Prep community is so important.
Therefore, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank the English and
English as an Additional Language
Faculty for supporting and enabling
our students to produce pieces of high
quality work.
There was a range of impressive
poems submitted for this edition, but,
as always, only a selected few could
be included. Congratulations to all of
the students who have contributed
towards this anthology, and I hope that
you take as much pleasure in reading
their contributions as I have.

Duncan Stonehouse
Head of School
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Head of Secondary School’s
message

To write a poem, paint a picture, sculpt
or photograph may take seconds,
hours, weeks, months or even years.
We sometimes talk about these acts as
being creative and creating something
new but I’m not sure that does justice
to the thought, time and effort that you
see in the outcomes. Ideas and feelings
are not new or unique, we are billions
in number, they can’t be. -Yet, what we
feel and believe can be new to us and
we simply may not know if any others
experience life in the same way or not.
To me that is why we can make human
connections through these art forms.
One way to consider art is that it is a
way to move between an inner and
outer world. We can understand others
and ourselves through art. Many,
many choices, movements, actions
and revisions are made by the artist/
author to craft each piece. They are
deeply personal and, in my opinion,
matter most when they carry a great
responsibility. The responsibility of the
artist may cease at intent, an intent
to represent and communicate. The
responsibility is on the audience to
really look and hear, to think, reflect
and understand our personal response

and the response of others.
Our
students chose superb themes in
nostalgia, fantasy and friendship to
do just that. We can each draw on the
past, present and the future as we soak
up the words, images and messages
here in. So, please take some time for
yourself and enjoy the amazing work
you will see from students and staff in
our Bangkok Prep poetry anthology.

“Culture is the
arts elevated to
a set of beliefs”
Thomas Wolfe

Thank you to all those involved in this
superb publication and that is inclusive
of those whose work did not make
these pages. Everyone in our school
was able to participate and contribute
and hundreds did. Thank you for
expressing, sharing and connecting
with others in your lessons and free
time. I hope everyone found value in
the experience and can understand
from the art created more about others
and yourselves. -It is a beautiful picture
of humanity.

Tia Court-Smith
Head of Secondary
Tubtim 13SP
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Head of Primary’s
comment

It was hard to choose just one winning entry
from our wonderful Primary School students.
However, I was really drawn to Fasai’s
conscious use of structure to represent
the diminishing flame. The vocabulary is
interesting and carefully selected: words such
as ‘exhales’ and ‘fizzles’ add to the auditory
experience. The confident use of poetic
techniques is also demonstrated in the use
of repetition, which beautifully captures the
tight focus on this one object and moment
in time.

Brad Owen
Head of Primary

Kiri 11JH
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Primary Winner

Fasai 5LS
HEA D O F P R I M A RY
SC HO O L’ S AWA R D

Nostalgia,
Nostalgia,
Fantasy
Fantasy
and
and
Friendavship
Friendship
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FASA I
5LS

Primary Winner

H E A D O F P R I MA RY
S C H O O L’ S AWA R D

The blaze burns so still,
With a puff of wind, it barely flickers.
As the glass frame restricts it all,
Nothing touches it.
It’s frozen, frozen in time,
Frozen in the unchanged past.
Nothing moves, nothing flickers,
Only the radiating heat sensing it’s real.
Then the energy fades,
The fire fizzles out.
The candle exhales,
No trace but a thin wisp of smoke.
Fading,
Fading away.
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Puma 13HM
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King 12MG

Moera 11FC
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Head of Secondary’s

comment

The poem I have selected as the winning
entry is Ana Hongvitsitkul’s ‘Orphic Boy’.
I was so moved by so many poems and
so reflected on how our themes are
represented. In ‘Orphic Boy’ I hear nostalgia
and friendship in the written word and I
hope fantasy underpins the whole piece.
I was moved by how cleverly crafted the
poem was. Initially lulled into a false sense of
security and carried away with the beautiful
choice of language, I was then dashed down
without warning! The piece is vivid, violent
and chilling.
It does not leave me feeling uplifted, that’s
for sure but, it did send me right back to the
first line to start reading again.
One more wonderful example of the
immense talent we have to celebrate at
Bangkok Prep. Well done, Ana, it was a
difficult delight to read, and re-read, your
poem with an inexperienced and then
vigilant mind. Thank you.

Puma Thanomvajamun 13HM

Tia Court-Smith
Head of Secondary
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Secondary Winner

Ana 8SW
HEA D O F S E CO N DA RY
SC HOO L’ S AWA R D
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Keang 11JH
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ANA
8SW

Secondary Winner

H EA D OF S ECON DA RY
S C H OOL’ S AWA R D

An orphic boy
“Ow!” the boy cried out in pain.

Embracing the warmth of each other’s hands,

The girl snickered seeing the fresh bruise

they’d hop around in the empty streets,

on his cheek

and skip in the soothing rain,

which resembled the lilacs

like how her heart would skip a beat everytime,

that bloomed in early spring.

seeing the sprouts of spring blossom
in his effulgent smile.

It all started

“5.”

with a game of hopscotch.

“4.”
“3.”

The boy always tripped and fell in the second box

“2.”

when trying to reach for the pebble in the first.

He counts, hopping.

“You can never hold your balance properly.”

Treating life like a trifling children’s game.

She liked to tease him.

Standing atop of the globe,

He’d always deny it;

he looks over

his face tinted red,

the infinite horizon of the world

the hazy aurora casting a shadow over his lashes,

with an ice cold glare.

the wind fluttering through his locks,

as though everything

as though mother nature herself too,

meant nothing more

was mesmerised by his beauty.

than a mere speck of white
traversing
an ephemeral abyss of black.
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Bianca 11JH
Éclair 12KR
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ANA
8SW

“You were right.”
Now the same wind dries her tears,
dulling her senses,
as her lonely fingertips
go numbingly cold.
The chalk that smeared their shoes
are replaced by scarlet stains.
Instead of the red that tinged his pale elysian face,
all that’s left is an alluring bluebell
and the familiar lilac.
The aurora that taints the sky,
that paints their figures with golden hues,
like a thousand glowing embers,
seems far more sinister
now that she’s looking at it
from the top flight of stairs
as it envelopes his sickly silhouette
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Prae, 11FC
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ANA
8SW

“I’ve always had trouble
holding my balance.”
And she realised,
looking back,
those days, those smiles,
perhaps they were always too good to last.
In the end, no matter how much history they shared,
there would never be a future.
It all ends
with a game of hopscotch,
and he falls,
withering even drier
like the purple petal
of that flower.
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EEMS Faculty Leader
comment

The poem that I have selected as the winning entry for
the English, English as an Additional Language and Media
Studies Faculty is Vulture by Elliot Fletcher 9AS. I was
drawn to this poem for a number of reasons.

around him.” For this reason, I congratulate you, Elliot,
you have created a poem that does what only the most
excellent writing can do: “extend everyone’s knowledge
of himself and the world around him”.

Firstly, I enjoyed the language of this poem immensely.
When the poem works towards its climax, the words used
have a brutality and vividness to them which is enthralling;
at the peak of the poem, monosyllabic and assonant sounds
are utilised to capture the ruthlessness of the vulture.

Faye Cox
EEMS Faculty Leader

In addition to this, I thought that the structure of the poem
was brilliant; Elliot utilised and played with line length to
bring emphasis and emotion to his poem. I also felt the use
of repetition within the poem was extremely powerful.
Finally, the unexpected softness at the end of the poem was
a little unsettling - as all good writing should be. The shift
in pronoun also caught me off guard and made me as the
reader stop - again, as all good writing should. I stopped
and I reflected: Who is the vulture? Why does the vulture
behave in this way? What sort of society creates and
facilitates this kind of behaviour? What is my role?
To create beautiful poetry is certainly a talent, but to
produce poetry that provokes thought, reflection and
empathy is exceptional. Dylan Thomas wrote, “A good
poem is a contribution to reality. The world is never the
same once a good poem has been added to it. A good
poem helps to change the shape of the universe, helps
to extend everyone’s knowledge of himself and the world
Kamin 11KC
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Faculty Leader of English,
EAL and Media Winner

Elliot 9AS
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E L L I OT
9 AS

Vulture
He leeches off them like a vulture:

He shakes them

Sucking on their eyes; bones; souls.

He eats His friends

An enticer on the outside -

He breaks them

An assassin on the inside.

He doesn’t amend
He hates them

He circles above, striking fear in their hearts:

He can’t transcend

They will follow Him for their short lives.

He bates them

Their companions will run and escape the desert -

He still befriends

He keeps them in his grasp.
He is broken but doesn’t know it:
They need an escape and think that He can provide it:

He makes friends and breaks them too.

He only leads them to their demise.

It makes him feel better -

As He circles above, He causes the death of their heart -

Or does it?

Even the pitied creatures won’t help they are now one themselves.

He can’t stop it and He knows that:
We need to help him.

In our society, He is the one at the top of our social hierarchy:

An enticer on the outside -

Everyone “loves” Him but never truly knows him.

An assassin on the inside.

They think He loves them back He still draws them in.
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Emily 11KC
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Secondary:
Shortlisted Poems

Tubtim 13SP
King 12MG
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G ENI
7AW

Lost
The clock strikes one
Up all night,
Sleep has not yet taken me
I walk over,
To the picture on the wall
A sad smile creeps onto my face
A wave of emotions hits me
Tears prick my eyes
Longing cocoons me
I lay back down onto the bed
Mom, why did you leave me?
To the place where no one returns
Only in memories,
I see your face clearly
Bittersweet feelings,
Of love and sadness.
I hear your voice,
Calling out to me.
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VISHEK
7 MB

Like a Brother
You knew me when I was just a child
When we play it’s always wild
The excitement from all sleepovers
We are always the best jokers
We bonded just like brothers
If only we had the same mother
Electric love in my veins
You’re always with me when it rains
Your voice prevents my ill
Your presence is always a thrill
You’re always there when I am in trouble
Standing up like my double.
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NAT ISHA
7ST

Friendship
I remember the sound of laughter.

I remember the lively playground.

I remember our friendship bracelets.

I remember our fashion show games.

It felt so warm,

It felt so cosy.

I remember those fun times.

I remember those fun times.

But,

These,

But it was so long ago.

These kept me thinking all night.

Still,

Still,

I remember those fun times.

I remember those fun times.

I remember the drawings we made.
I remember the pictures we took.
It felt like summer.
I remember those fun times.
These,
These were some sweet memories.
Still,
I remember those fun times.
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DO M E
8V P

A Feeling of Nostalgia
Closing my eyes and there it was, that tune
Taking me to a place I seemed to know
Where am I?
An old fashioned ballroom
And there it was again,
The music for those two figures
They rejoiced and danced
In the middle of the empty room
Once again
the sky was dark but the moon shone as a spotlight
Beaming through a small aperture of the roof
the figures seemed familiar
But who were they?
As the night grew darker their steps became lighter
Their flawless moves under the rhythm of that soft music
Made the moon shine brighter
Their steps gave the tune a new meaning
A feeling of nostalgia…
I wanted to be there, I missed being there
How much I desire to relive something
That never was

Nostalgia, Fantasy and Friendship
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Éclair 12KR
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SI
8A J

Friendship
True Friendship will age like wine
Like roots that hold a vine
True friendships are rare to find
They only come once in awhile
True Friendships go through thick and thin
To battle through the storm
For the rainbow that lies ahead
True Friendship touches your heart
Distance can’t tear it apart
Just know if you need a friend
I am here waiting for you in the end.
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FAH SAI
8SR

(Untitled)
Going back to where it all begins
As the warm memories comes to mind
Flooding my emotions with bliss and delight
Alongside the dwindling lights from the starry sky.

Continuing on the journey through memory lane
Seeing that bench in the park where we used to sit together
While I try to filter out the pain.
Do you remember? The place where we all met while watching the sunset

Would I be able to walk through the roads once more?
Would I be able to go back to how it was?
Would I be able to say farewell to my past self as I go away?
Would I be able to? I wonder.
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SA N D
9NR

I remember how it used to be
Behind the rocks and past the trees
The special spot where the sunlight grazed the moss
My forgotten paradise; where all is lost

Glimmering ripples where the sun reflected
All I’ve come back to: ruins neglected
Sprouts I’ve measured for how tall they’ve gotten
Wish I’d never left them; lush green rotten

Where I once heard the croaks from the distant treefrogs
Now they endlessly endure through the toxicated smog.
What felt to me like an escape from life
Stabbed by reality with something sharper than a knife

Nostalgia, Fantasy and Friendship
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Aim 12DR
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A P I R A DA
9JS

Tell Her that I’m sorry.
When all light fades out
And the cold air sweeps the floor
So do I sweep through my cupboard doors
Now looking back, reliving what the young girl before me saw
Though I’ve broken the promises She made me swore.

If She only knew
That getting older slowly kills you.

For I now see and know the things I wish I didn’t
Under the influence of fake dreams and aspirations
Nevertheless I am now an alien to Her.

For She was the one with dreams, She was the one with a future
Oh how I miss the old sound of the clicking remote
Running hand in hand with my obedient stuffed friends

Yes, now I see that She is underground, specifically 6 feet
Observing my old self was merely just feeling guilty
Understanding that those moments were awfully lovely.

Tearing my heart out as I look at myself now
On another planet I might’ve been able to look back in fondness
Overall, the painfully colorful painting has now been reduced to one of black and white
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MO E R A
1 1 FC

Buddy
During the long nights

You are the reason for my face exploding with smiles

You were there beside me

that cover my face

Holding my hand
Like a guide

You are the reason
You are why the sun goes out and the moon comes

You were by my side

You are the reason of why the birds sing in a stormy sky

With your hand in mine

You are the reason why I once again laugh.

Your eyes filled with warmth and patience
Though always a little pushy and desperate

With your sweet smooches and your button eyes catching me

Nourishing me and keeping me warmth

breathless every time they spot me

Helping me paint my world with colors

My petals that were gradually darkening and fading

A world that was filled with monsters and pain.

Are now anew.

In our world one can only hear the laughter

My petals are filled with booming colours that flow dynamically

Nobody would cry or talk too loud.

during the day

No tears. No solitude. No sadness. No monsters. No grief. No
loss. Nothing ever distorted.

Though they are still healing and are brittle.
I know you will always be there to guide me during the long nights

You helped a dying flower

with your small paws

Blossom again with radiance
You made a broken heart

Paws that are so tiny yet fill my stained heart

Whole again

with unconditional love.

You connected the parts that I never thought could become 1
again.
You helped them find each other.
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Secondary:
Special Mentions

Éclair 12KR
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SAM
7AW

My Flying Cat Friend
One time, I was skating along on my board,

All of a sudden, NASA was flustering,

When a cat darted out, as if “walking outlawed,”

So many people, rushing and blustering.

I stepped off my board, really quite surprised,

And then I was told, this trip would be ace,

When the cat stopped and looked me straight in the eyes.

What trip? You ask. I’m going to space!

Then the cat sprouted wings, took off for the skies!

Months later, when I had crossed the atlantic,

I watched it go, thinking “I hope it has 9 lives!”

All the preparations were getting quite frantic.

A mouse came from the bush, a smug smile on its face,

I was so nearly ready for the big trip,

The cat had now gone, and the mouse was now quite safe.

At the time, I was frantic, and tempted to skip

So what I did next, was contacted NASA,

It was all prepared: the rocket was built

I waited a while to get a full answer.

(Red, shiny and.. blue, where the wrong paint had spilt)

They looked from all those satellite views,

The space suits were ready, (big, bulky terrors)

And had for me some really good news.

The journey plan made, (with no space for errors)

What they had found, was a small flying cat,

When we took off, it was all rather fun,

Amazed that her wings supported her fat!

Later, it was boring, the enjoyable bit, done.

They sent me a picture and I saw for myself

Until we heard a meow from outside the spacecraft.

(I still have that picture upon my high shelf!)

I opened the door, and exclaimed with a gasp:
“Space cat!” And the space cat said “Come with me”
And so I did and I’m still living happily,
On Tatooine with my friend, Skywalker, Luke,
Jabba the hut and of course, Sophie, She’s cute.

My flying cat friend.
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H A KU S H I
9 AS

Missing Home
Missing home - Japan
The way the deep blue sea shines
Fills my eyes with tears.
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AL EX
9J S

:))))
I spread my wings, and hover in the air,
Surveying the majestic sight,
The gentle zephyr ruffling my hair,
An escape from the endless spite
The cool breeze rustling the tall palm trees,
I can smell the sea’s salty scent,
A repeat of my forgotten memories,
My friends, my family, all came and went
I awoke, within the harsh confines of reality,
I can barely walk, let alone fly,
Forced to conform to this brutality,
I can see my happiness passing me by
I should’ve known it wouldn’t last,
A day in the forest, a week at the beach,
A thousand lost remnants of the past,
All tantalizingly out of reach.
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AA L I YA H
13NP

Things I’ve learnt
Listen close,
There are no such things as happily ever afters,
Just afters,
Aftershocks,
After tears,
After silence,
Durings are a constant i’ve found,
The never leaving and never changing situation,
That’s what durings want you to feel,
For the hollowness tinges the words uttered,
Hinting at more,
For the afters get greedy with time,
Coating each syllable and mocking you with the ever growing tiktoking,
Words are, after all the ever tik toking clock,
A clock that stops for no one,
Trust me i’ve tried,
Tried to hold hands still,
But still isn’t possible,
Was never possible,
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AAL IYA H
1 3 NP

One that speeds up,

Stop crying,

Taunting you until you struggle to breathe,

Crying fills pools,

Breathe deeply and time moves slow,

Pools cant add minutes,

I beg of you breathe slow,

Minutes that are running out,
Out of breath, out of time, out of breath, out

For it is your only way to control the words,

of time,

The sharp edged, life changing words,
Words that put people into the ground,

Timeless rhythm of pounding,
Pounding is slowing now,

Ground yourself,

Slowing is time,

You at times might be all you have,

Time is stopping,
Stopping is the clock,

Have you forgotten?

Clock has ended,

Forgotten that time takes all,

Ended,

All you love,

Is this the end? Or is it the after?

Don’t plead with me,

If only there was more time…

Pleading doesn’t do anything but add to

I need more time,

times wicked humour,

Time. Time. Time.

Funny how time touches you,
Your only friend and true enemy,

I’m a fool I never has any to begin with,

Enemy that knows where to twist the knife,

Death had already come knocking.

Sharp, Quick, Backstabbing
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World Languages
Poems

Tubtim 13SP
Fifa 11KC
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YUME
7 DC

Friendship
友達って素敵だね。
どの国から来ても、どんな肌色でも、
どんな言語で話していても、
一緒に笑いあえて、
一緒に支えあって、
一緒に助け合って。
たまには喧嘩したり、
でもすぐに仲直りして、
お互いを分かち合える。
ライバルでもあり、最高の友達でもある。
友達って素敵だね。
Friends are nice.
No matter what country you come from,
No matter what your skin colour,
No matter what language you speak,
We laugh together
Supporting each other together
Help each other together.
Sometimes we quarrel,
But we soon make up,
We can share with each other.
We are great rivals and great friend.
Friends are nice.
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King 12MG

Holly 11FC
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H AS U N A
7RC

Friendship
大切な
過ごした時間
忘れない
precious
time we spent
will always remember

Nostalgia
懐かしい
楽しい君と
遊ぶ日々
Nostalgia
Fun times with you
Playing Days

Fantasy
麗しい
夜空の星と
青い月
Beautiful
Stars in the night sky and
the blue moon
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N AYA
9 AS

Je me suis réveillé dans cet endroit merveilleux,
J’ai vu quelque chose de magique,
Je ne pouvais pas en croire mes yeux.

Il était large et grand,
Encore plus gros qu’un toboggan,
Il était vert et sale,
Il pouvais me faire mal.

“Sortez de mon marais!”,
Il avait crié.

J’ai regardé autour de lui,
Il y avait un chat en bottes,
Qui mangeait des biscuits.

“Réveil! Réveille toi!” J’ai entendu,
“c’était un rêve” j’ai cru .
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Teachers’ Poems

Pea 11JH
Mimi 12SD
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MR S FAY E
COX

Snapshot of a childhood
Bright orange envelopes fill the drawer;
Each moment held in its soft green lining.

One whiz…

Bent, misshapen and lovingly dogeared:

Jellied shoes in incandescent shades of pink

Every envelope has been thumbed a

Caught in the tiptoed moment the coins rattled

hundred times.

with triumphant glee.

The lurid orange teases of the splashes of

One whir..

sunshine promised Mocking the cold bodies huddled on the

A darkened disco, children’s faces grinning

wind beaten beaches.

raucously;
Illuminated by the neon lights of a youth that

One click…

fizzed like sherbet.

An ecstasy of bodies leaping through the

One childhood.

golden dunes;
A tangled line of spiralling hair, clasped

Ringed and time creased, the hand holds these

hands, bent knees, radiant faces.

moments:
The click, the whiz, the whir: a snapshot of a
childhood.
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MS N AO M I
PA R K E R

Transition
We skip through our past as we skip through songs:
Heavy guitars thrashing out the fierce fear and joy of teenage years.
We sip gin - gin we bought, parents’ cupboards safe And wheeze,
Your face flaming and shoulders heaving,
Fighting for air as we suffocate on laughter
And feel the years contract.

A cry is heard from another world. A wail that slices through the music.
A tumble of curls appears from around the corner,
Face red with need and
Chubby hands that reach and grasp.
You heave her to your mother’s hip, her head
Buried in the curve of your neck as you leave the room.

I sit. Suspended in time.
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MS J USTY NA
WASZCZY LKO

Older
Time flies.

No more feeling so excited
for that next summer

The cliche like a litany

that the faintest chirp outside

repeats itself through imprints

the classroom window

on the canvas of my life;

would send me into a technicolour spin
of expectations, and hopes, and dreams.

memories that - with time take on a more intense colour

No more anger

although their outlines become

so intense

less defined, more blurry, less scary.

that my head could explode
like a red grape filled to bursting

Years that stretched forever

with the sweetest juice.

in the impatience of youth rushing to be
Better

No more heartache because

Brighter

This ended

Wiser –

That ended
They ended

now turn into months, days, hours, until

and I wanted for it to last, to whirr on,

it’s the final

to twist.

Minute
Second

In that last half a second

Half –

It will just be me
And my hope
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and it’s done.

That these bright flashes

I’m done.

Will forever linger

The end.

In what used to be me.
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